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for students, faculty and students
on copyright, research data
management, scholarly publishing
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Private consultations on any
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concern or question

•

Assistance with journal or
conference publishing

•

Digitization of documents including
photos, maps, blue prints or other
materials up to 38” x 58”
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PUBLISHED RESEARCH
& MORE

CUSTOMIZABLE FACULTY
PROFILES

SCHOLARLY JOURNALS, BOOKS AND
CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS

Expand the reach and visibility for the
full spectrum of research

Faculty readership metrics and
services

Create new scholarly and creative work in emerging fields
of study

Missouri S&T faculty are researchers, teachers
In a digital world, an online scholarly presence is
and leaders in their field—and they work in a
crucial. With Scholars’ Mine the library supports
world where scholarship is increasingly digital.
faculty in building professional online reputations
Scholars’ Mine shares and increases the impact
with customizable, library-curated, institutionalof the full range of faculty scholarship,
branded profiles. Faculty can share
from primary materials and
anything from published articles
research datasets to teaching
to videos—and see the impact
Online
tools and working papers. Both
of their work using readership
visibility is vital:
faculty and the institution
metrics and who is following
30% of researchers
benefit when research gets
their work using the author
start their research
noticed.
dashboard tool.
at a general purpose
search engine, and 70%
use Google often or
occasionally in their
research.1

Commercial publishers are reluctant to launch journals and publish
books or conference proceedings in new or emerging fields. Scholars’
Mine enables faculty to spearhead new online open-access journals in
their disciplines by providing a complete publication platform including
submission, peer-review and editorial management.

STUDENT RESEARCH &
CREATIVE WORKS

Expand the reach and visibility of both graduate
and undergraduate research
Student research is discovered, disseminated, and cited
around the world, increasing the impact of the research for
both the student and campus.

TEACHING & LEARNING
RESOURCES
Educational resources and class
research projects

RESEARCH DATA
Meet funding mandates and increase
transparency
Scholars’ Mine is a comprehensive hosted
solution for storing, managing and sharing data.
Scholars’ Mine provides unlimited storage,
authorization and access-control tools, and
supports all file types and formats. Multiple
display options and persistent URLs ensure
discoverability and access now and into the
future.

Teaching materials are an important, and often
overlooked, component of faculty’s academic
legacy. Scholars’ Mine ensures that legacy is
preserved and accessable.

DIGITAL COMMONS NETWORKTM

Open Access. Powered by Scholars. Published by
Universities.®
The Digital Commons Network increases readership for over
2 million full-text scholarly articles, organized by discipline.
Researchers can follow work in their field by topic, author, or
keyword, and track how their work is being read. The network
fosters collaboration while making faculty contributions more visible
to the world.

